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Abstract—People always spend their time at a few important
locations for various activities in groups during specific time
slots, called place of activity (POA), e.g., resting at home among
family members during night and working at office among
colleagues during work time. Inferring such places is significant
for not only the precise advertising on the commercial aspect
but the identifying rallies or meetings among a group of people
and tracking of the target individuals on the aspect of public
security, e.g., locating and tracking suspected terrorists for
anti-terrorist work. However, it is a challenge to map from
big location data to places of activity due to the volume
and complexity whilst giving rise to privacy concerns, e.g.,
personally important place mining. In the paper, a method
for POA mining on big location data is proposed, named P-
PAM, aiming at big data analytics and privacy concerns. We
use a clustering algorithm to discover the place of activity,
then adopt location entropy as reference of user diversity
and take into account temporal variation, to infer place of
activity. Further, robust privacy-preserving mechanisms under
differential privacy are embedded into clustering results and
location entropy evaluation that accesses to raw location data.
We demonstrate the utility of our proposed approach with
large-scale location datasets derived from geo-referenced social
media. The experimental results suggest that the POA mining
approach can successfully scale to big data scenarios whilst
preserving individual user privacy.

Keywords-Location privacy; clustering; big data; spatiotem-
poral data; differential privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of location-aware devices, we have

witnessed the momentous rise of location based services

(LBS) and location based social networks (LBSN), leading

to the birth of big locations data. These platforms enable

people to log their temporal-spatial information that repre-

sents a certain event or certain human activity, which reveals

their behavioral patterns and lifestyles. Thereby, point of

interest (POI) mining on such large-scale spatiotemporal

databases aids abundant applications, e.g., advertising tar-

geting, personalization, and recommendation. The POI iden-

tification is a procedure of implementing temporal-spatial

data mining approach, e.g., clustering-based methods[1],

[2], [3], to the geographic coordinates of locations, finding

populated areas and carrying out the semantic recognition

of them, thus further inferring hot spots and major events

[4]. Place of activity (POA), similar with POI, is a few

important locations or regions that individuals always spend

their time for various activities in groups during specific

time slots, such as resting at home among family members

during night and working at office places during work

time. POA, in essence, is some important places for group

meeting during specific time slots, instead of encounters at

public places, such as POIs like mall, station or university.

Thereby POA can facilitate not only the precise advertising

and recommendation on the commercial aspect but also

the tracking of the activities of target individual groups on

the aspect of public security, e.g., monitoring and tracking

suspected terrorists or criminals.

However, there are several challenges when implementing

a place of activity mining approach on big location data.

(i) Large-scale spatiotemporal data may contain sensitive

information, e.g. private places where someone lives or

political views or categories of disease based on their visited

locations. There are inherent privacy concerns challenges

when using and publishing the big location. Thereby, the

POA mining approach that could limit privacy leakage risk

is highly desirable in big data scenario. (ii) Clustering-based

approaches on large-scale spatiotemporal data are difficult

to conduct using traditional data processing algorithms and

models. For instance, the density-based clustering algorithm

DBSCAN is a widely-adopted data clustering technique for

POA or important place mining. Nevertheless, its O(n2)
time complexity and parameter-sensitivity problems are

severe weaknesses that limit the possibility in big data

scenarios [5]. (iii) Existing POI [1], [2], [3] or important

place [4], [6] mining cannot be applied for POA mining due

to lack of considering its some important features: visiting

diversity of users and temporal dynamics of activities. For

clustering-based POI or important place mining approaches,

resultant clusters are regarded as potential candidates. Unlike

general POI or popular places in urban areas, POAs are

mainly less popular places. Thus existing mining approaches

cannot be applied for POA mining due to lack of popularity

(i.e., visiting diversity of users) evaluation mechanisms.

Consequently, we propose a Privacy-protected Place of

Activity Mining (P-PAM) approach on big location data.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(i) An anytime Omega-Cluster clustering is used for clus-

tering large-scale locations. The Omega-Cluster is adopted

to tackle the parameter sensitivity problem. The anytime
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scheme is applied to Omega-Cluster to reduce both the

number of range queries and the label propagation time,

which speeds up the runtime of clustering. (ii) A location

entropy (LE)-based POA mining approach is proposed to

infer POA. A location-based POA identification model is

adopted to filter popular POI and identify POA at various

time slot subsets. We study different time intervals and

location entropy thresholds for exploring the optimum val-

ues. (iii) To address the privacy concerns, we embed robust

privacy-preserving mechanisms under differential privacy in

each stage that accesses to raw data.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. A survey of

related work is given in section 2, followed by background

and problem formulation presented in section 3. Section

4 describes mechanisms of proposed approach. Section 5

presents the evaluation metrics and the experimental perfor-

mance of the approach. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions

on the work as a whole.

II. RELATED WORK

Spatial clustering is a common solution adopted by many

existing works for POI mining (e.g., [1], [2], [3]). Each

cluster of locations from the mined results can be assumed

as associating with a POI. There are various clustering

algorithms that can be implemented for this task, e.g., k-

means, mean shift, DBSCAN, and P-DBSCAN. K-means

clustering is used in [2] for POI mining based on the

collection of geotagged photos. The mean shift [7] has been

implemented in [1], [8], [9] for POI mining. Density-Based

Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN)

[10] is applied in [11] for POI mining. AnyDBC [5] is

an efficient density-based clustering solution for large com-

plex scenarios with anytime properties, which summarizes

data into primitive clusters using range queries. However,

these approaches cannot apply for big location data, due to

some drawbacks, especially, time complexity and parameter-

sensitivity. Further, there is no robust privacy preserving

mechanism for such clustering approaches. Accessing and

mining raw spatiotemporal data raises many privacy issues,

as discussed in [12]. On the other hand, differential privacy

presented in [13] has been broadly adopted to protect sen-

sitive data in geospatial locations [14], [15], for sequential

data [16] and for trajectory-based data [17]. To the best of

our knowledge, there is no research on combining dynamic

important and meaningful region identifying and privacy

preserving under differential privacy into a single task.

III. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. ε-Differential Privacy

ε-differential privacy was proposed by Dwork et al in [13]

and has become a de-facto standard for privacy.

Definition 1: (Differential privacy [13]): Let ε > 0 be

a constant, a randomized function F satisfies ε-differential
privacy if for all datasets D1 and D2, differing at most by

one element from each other, all outcomes of the database

S (S ⊂ Range (F )) there is:

Pr[F (D1) ∈ S] ≤ eεPr[F (D2) ∈ S] (1)

The parameter ε > 0 is called the privacy budget and it

allows users to control the level of privacy. The standard

mechanism to achieve differential privacy is the sensitivity

method [13], [18] (e.g., Laplacian mechanism or Exponential

mechanism) that adds the noise to the query output accord-

ing to the sensitivity of the query function. The sensitivity

reveals the maximum change in the query answers due to

the change of a single database entry.

B. Anytime Algorithm

Generally, the quality of results increases during running

the algorithm, e.g., clustering. The basic idea of the anytime

algorithm is rapidly generating an approximate outcome

whilst continuously refining the approximate results until

a satisfactory solution is achieved . In the implementation

process, namely the refining iteration, the anytime algorithm

can be interrupted at any time to evaluate the intermediate

results and then resumed to the refining iteration for better

results at any time. It is an efficient solution to tackle time-

consuming tasks [19], [20], [21].

C. Preliminary Concepts

Definition 2: (Daily Geotags-DG). A sequence of spa-

tial temporal locations used to represented the movement

of an user u during a day d, denoted by DGu,d =
{p1, p2, · · · , p|T |}, where pi=(lon, lat, timestamp).

Definition 3: (Place of activity-POA). A set of mean-

ingful geographic points used for representing the activity

performed by a group of individuals during a specific time

slot t, denoted by SPt = {sp1, sp2, · · · , sp|SP |}.
The POA can be a spatial polygon or the geometric center

of this polygon.

Definition 4: (Location entropy). Given a location l, let
the GTl be the set of geotags (visits) to location l by all

social media users. Let sl =| GTl | represent the amount of

visits at location l. Let Ul be the set of distinct individuals

who visit at location l, and GTl,u be the set of visits that user

u has made at location l. The sl,u =| GTl,u | is represented
as the amount of visits that user u made to location l. Thus

pl,u =
| cl,u |
| cl | denotes the portion of total visits that belongs

to user u. The location entropy of l based Shannon entropy

[22] is denoted in Equation(2).

H(l) = H(pl,u1 , pl,u2 , · · · , pl,u|Ul|
) = −

∑

u∈Ul
pl,ulog2pl,u (2)

IV. P-PAM APPROACH

A. Solution Overview

In this article, we aim to identify dynamic important

geographic regions at various time slots on raw location data
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from geo-referenced social media, e.g., geotagged tweets

and identify regions visited by a group people at a specific

time slot as POA, further embed perturbation mechanism

into each stage.

...LBS

Step1: Raw Locations 
Preprocessing

Step2: Temporal 
Aggregation

Step3: Anytime Omega-
Cluster Clustering

Phone Web BrowserGPS Devices

Step4: Clustering Results 
Perturbation

C1

Perturbed Important 
Regions Database

Step5: LE Values Calculation

Step6: Ordinary 
LE Perturbation

C2

Perturbed POA Database

Step7: Improved 
LE Perturbation

Figure 1. The overview of framework.

C1-Private Important Region Clustering. The initial step

is to process the input data, which can be achieved into:

extraction of the geographic coordinates and identities from

the raw geotags, and identification of raw daily trace for

each individual (Step 1). Following this, the input daily

geotags will be aggregated into various subsets according

to during different temporal intervals (Step 2). Then, an

anytime Omega-Cluster clustering approach is implemented

to discover clusters as important regions, represented by

the geographic centroid of the cluster, to tackle the time

complexity and parameter-sensitivity problem (Step 3). To

handle the privacy concerns when clustering regions on

large-scale location data, differentially private mechanisms

are implemented to the clustering procedure (Step 4). More

specifically, a Laplace mechanism is used to achieve differ-

ential privacy by adding random noise to the real value of

both the count and geometric centroid of each cluster. The

output of C1 is a perturbed important regions dataset for

public use.

C2-Private LE-based POA Identifying. C2 aims to identify

POA from the important regions from C1. To evaluate the

visiting diversity of each important regions for popularity

evaluation, the location entropy value is calculated (Step

5). To handle the privacy concerns when computing LE

value that requires full access to the past visits of users

to locations, perturbation mechanism is used to perturb

the real location entropy value in a differential privacy

preserving manner (Step 6). Further, an improved utility-

enhanced mechanism is used to reduce the distortion of

perturbation (Step 7). The important region with LE value

less than a threshold is identified as a POA. The output of

C2 is a perturbed POA dataset for public use.

B. Private Important Region Clustering-C1

1) Anytime Omega-Cluster Clustering: Initially, the tem-

poral aggregation is conducted to have a better understanding

and illustrate the dynamics of POA. Specifically, we sample

datasets from the original geotags data by dividing each day

into 24, 12, 6, 3 time-slots where each time-slot sub dataset

covering 1, 2, 4, 8 hours respectively. Then we perform

clustering approach on each sub dataset.

To tackle the parameter-sensitivity problem, we adopt a

variant of DBSCAN, called Omega-Cluster. This approach
uses the notion of a Ω-combinable relation instead of the

density-connected relation used in DBSCAN.

Definition 5: (Ω-Combinable). Given density-based

neighborhood (NB) of a location p, defined by

NB(p) = {x ∈ P | dist(x, p) ≤ Eps} where P
is the entire set of locations, NB(p) and NB(q) are

Ω-combinable, denoted by p♦q, if there are at least Ω
intersections such that both NB(p) and NB(q) contain

them, i.e., Ω(N(p), N(q)) ≥ Ω,.

Then, in order to reduce the running time, the anytime

scheme [21], [19] is used for Omega-Cluster clustering. The

anytime clustering can be achieved into three stages: (i) an

initial cluster structure is rapidly generated; (ii) appropriate

points are selected for updating the state of point to refine

the clustering results at any time; (iii) the user stop the clus-

tering procedure while the result is evaluated as accurate as

ordinary clustering approach (DBSCAN or Omega-Cluster).

We illustrate this approach as follows, starting with defining

the states of points. Time ta is used to denote an arbitrary

time point during the anytime algorithm implementation.

Definition 6: (Point State). Let st(l) denote the state of a
point l to reveal the knowledge about this point at a given

time ta. Generally, there are six kinds of state for an point,

i.e., untouched state (initial state); processed state (after a

range query being implemented at this point); unprocessed

state (no range query has been performed on this point);

core state (marked as a core point, i.e., NB(l) ≥MinPts);
border state (marked as border point, i.e.,NB(l) < MinPts
but l in a NB(c) of any core point c); and noise state

(marked as a noise point, i.e., NB(l) < MinPts and l
not in any NB of a core point).

The state of a point may be changed after performing

new range queries at the next timestamp. More specifically,

the point transition states are summarized in Figure 2.

The unprocessed noise state and unprocessed core are non-

existent since the noise or core point is identified after

performing a range query.

Processed

Unprocessed

Untouched

Core Border Noise

Figure 2. The transition states of points.

The anytime Omega-Cluster clustering is achieved into

the following steps.

1. Generating an initial approximate structure. An initial

cluster structure of the input data is generated by performing

some range queries. More specifically, an untouched point l
is chosen randomly to start the range querying, and this is
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only performed on untouched points to reduce the amount

of querying. If the amount of neighbors of l is more

than the threshold Eps, i.e. it is a core point, thus it is

labelled as a processed-core, and all untouched points in

NB(l) are labelled as unprocessed-border points. Otherwise,
l is labelled as processed-noise, which will be stored in a

noise list. Then we randomly choose an untouched point

to conduct range querying. This iteration will be repeated

until no untouched point remained. The result of this step is

that all points are grouped into small (maybe overlapping)

primitive clusters (PClusters), denoted by pclu(l).
2. Learning a graph. A graph G is used to reveal current

cluster structure, i.e. the relationships among PClusters are

learned in this step. At given time ta, two PClusters pclu(l)
and pclu(l′) are directly Ω-combinable, denoted l♦l′, iff

there is chain of points X = {x1, x2, · · · , xm} inside them

that makes l♦x1♦, · · · ,♦x1♦l′. At given time ta, if two

PClusters are l♦l′, then all point in l∪ l′ are from the same

cluster.
Definition 7: (Cluster Graph). The nodes of a cluster

graph G=(V,E) represent a PClusters pclu(l), and the edge

between l and l′ inG corresponds to the connectivity status of

pclu(l) and pclu(l′), denoted by state(l, l′). The state(l, l′)
is used to reveal the probability degree that these two nodes

belong to the same cluster, which has four status, i.e., no,
yes, weak and unknown.

• if ∀ta : ¬u♦v, (u, v)�, i.e., state(u,v) = no

• else if u♦v, state(u,v) = yes

• else if pclu(u) ∩ pclu(v) 	= ∅, state(u,v) = weak

• else state(u,v) = unknown
3. Discovering connected components. In this step, a

cluster connection graph G′ is built to discover the chains

of directly Ω-Combinable PClusters using the connected

components of the graph.
Definition 8: (Cluster Connection Graph). A cluster con-

nection graph G′ = (V,E′) is a sub-graph of G in which

the edge set E′ = {(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ E∧state(u, v) = yes}.
At given time ta, if two nodes u and v are in a connected

component of G’, pclu(u) and pclu(v) belong to the same

cluster.
The intermediate clustering of results can be generated

by labelling all nodes in V ∈ G′ using their connected

components.
4. Merging connected components. The nodes of a con-

nected component are merged together in this step to reduce

the amount of V ∈ G, enhancing the performance of

connected components discovery in the further steps. At

given time ta, the edge state of the merged graph can be

inferred using the following cases. Given two connected

components X = {x1, · · · , xm} and Y = {y1, · · · , yn}
of G’, there are (i) ∀xi ∈ X, yj ∈ Y : state(xi, yj) =
no ⇒ state(X,Y ) = no; (ii) ∃xi ∈ X, yj ∈ Y :
state(xi, yj) = weak ⇒ state(X,Y ) = weak; (iii)

otherwise state(X,Y ) = unknown.

5. Evaluating the ending situation. This step is used to

decide when to stop this clustering algorithm. If all edges

states are yes, the clustering algorithm can stop as there will

be no change in G.

6. Choosing points to perform range queries. In this

step, an active learning mechanism [23] is adopted to itera-

tively and actively learn the current cluster structure based on

graph G. It selects points that it considers most effective for

updating the cluster structure to reduce the amount of range

queries. According to the above steps, the final results are

obtained in a much shorter time when eliminating all weak

and unknown edges more rapidly. Thus, the first stage of

this step is to decide the importance score of each node in

V of G based on its current neighbours and position in G.

According to the score, all unprocessed points are sorted.

The points with the highest scores are selected to perform

range queries. At given time ta, the unprocessed point score

for l, denoted by scl), is defined as [5]:

sc(l) =
∑

l∈pclu(x)
(w×

∑
z

(
usize(z)

|pclu(z)| +
|pclu(z)|

n
)−ψ(x))+

1

#NB(l)
(3)

Here #NB(l) is the number of neighbours of l at time

ta, w is a weight, ψ(x) is the total number of weak and

unknown edged of x and ψ(x) =0 if x does not contain

border points. z ∈ AN(x)∧ state(x,z)=weak or unknown

where AN(x) is the adjacent nodes of x in G. The usize(z)
is the amount of unprocessed points in pclu(z) and n is the

total number of points. We then choose unprocessed border

points to perform ranger query based on the score. In order to

reduce the runtime, we choose β unprocessed border points

with the highest score to perform the range query at one

time.

7. Implementing range queries. Given a point l chosen
to perform a range query, if it is not a core point then it is

labelled as a processed-border, otherwise, it is marked as a

processed-core point. If a point is marked as a processed-

core point, its state remains unaffected, but if it is marked

as a processed-noise, then the state will be changed to a

processed-border object. Furthermore, the NB(l) is merged

into all node clusters that contain l. More specifically, at

given time ta, if core(l)∧l ∈ pclu(u), then NB(l)∪pclu(u)
is a PCluster.

8. Updating cluster graph G. G will be updated to

reveal the changes in the current cluster structure after

performing new range query. There are two change cases

as follows: (i) At given time, for two nodes u and w
where usize(u) = 0 ∨ usize(v) = 0 and ¬u♦v, then

∀ta′ > ta : state(u, v) = no. That is, when node u

has been fully processed and for all its adjacent nodes v,

if the state(u,v)=weak or unknown, then such links will

be broken, i.e., eliminated from E; (ii) For two PClusters

pclu(l) and pclu(l′), if ∃k ∈ pclu(l)∩pclu(l′) : state(k) =
processed − core ∨ state(k) = unprocessed − core, then
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l♦l′.
9. Handling outliers. In this step, noise point e in a

noise list is implemented by a post processing process to

decide whether e is a real outlier or a border point. Thus, a

procedure that scans each noise point e in the list to check

whether state(e)=processed-border. If so, p is not required

to be processed further more. New range query will be

performed on point b in NB(e), if b is a core point, then e
is a border point and with the same label as b. Otherwise,
e s a noise point.

Based on this clustering algorithm, we can find dense

regions on each subset from the temporal aggregation and

filter out any non-clustered locations as noise. Each cluster

is considered to be an important region as potential POA,

represented by the geographic centroid of the cluster.
2) Perturbation of Clustering Results : This step aims to

perturb the clustering results with differential privacy guar-

antees. More specifically, a Laplace mechanism Lap(σj
ct) is

adopted to perturb the counts of each cluster Cj discovered

by the anytime Omega-Cluster clustering on a time slot

subset. If the perturbed count CT ′ = |Cj |+ Lap(σj
ct) is

greater than the threshold γ, then the region Cj is released as

an important region, represented by the centroid of Cj . Then,

the Lap(σj
cc) is used to perturb the centroid via NoisyLap

function.

Here, σj
ct =

Δfjct
εct

, where εct is the privacy distribution in

the counting points step. Δf j
ct is the count sensitivity, de-

fined as MAX(NUMindividual(points)), ∀user u ∈ Cj .

σj
cc =

Δfjcc
εcc

, where εcc is the privacy level of the counting

centroid step. The centroid sensitivity Δf j
cc is defined as

MAX(distance(pi, pj))/2 ∀pi, pi ∈ Cj . NoisyLap will

perturb a real centroid coordinate lr(xr, yr) to a perturbed

centroid coordinate lp(xp, yp) using a Laplace distribution

with scale σj > 0 to perturb a location lr(xr, yr) such that:

Pr(xr → xp) =
1

2σj
e
− |xr−xp|

σj , Pr(yr → yp) =
1

2σj
e
− |yr−yp|

σj (4)

Here, σj is set at (maxnxn−minnxn)/εcc to generate xp,

and set at (maxnyn −minnyn)/εcc to generate yp.

C. Private LE-based POA Identifying-C2

Based on the released clustering results, i.e., important

regions, the next step is to identify POA based on the loca-

tion entropy (LE) value, denoted by H(spi). For handling
privacy concerns, the Laplace mechanism is used to perturb

the LE value of POA. We introduce an ordinary perturbation

and improved perturbation to enhance utility respectively.

Finally, the important region with LE value less than the

threshold is identified as a POA.
1) Ordinary Private LE Values Calculation: Random

noise is added into the real location entropy value to achieve

differential privacy guarantees. According to the definition

of differential privacy, the first step is to decide the global

sensitivity, which controls the magnitude of the random

noise. ΔH is used as the maximum change of location

entropy of all locations when adding (or deleting) a single

user from the dataset. Let Cmax represent the maximum

amount of visits a user contributes to a location, thus the

function of C can be used as the sensitivity bound. Global

sensitivity is decided as follows [24]:

ΔH = max{log2, logC − log(logC) − 1)} (5)

The global sensitivity can be obtained by Δf = ΔH ×
Mmax, where Mmax is the maximum number of locations

visited by a user. The perturbed LE value is calculated

by ̂H(spi)=H(spi)+ Lap(ΔH×Mmax

εwp
). εwp is the privacy

budget used in LE value perturbation.

2) Improved Private LE Value Calculation: In very large

dataset, individuals may have visited too many POAs or

checked in to the same POA too many times, which sharply

increases the maximum amount of visits a user contributes to

a location Cmax and Mmax. Consequently, the sensitivity of

location entropy will be very large, and the global sensitivity

surges dramatically when Cmax and Mmax increases. Thus,

a truncation mechanism is implemented to reduce the global

sensitivity by bounding Cmax and Mmax. Specifically, for

bounding Mmax, at most top Mb locations are selected

for each user based on the sorted visits for each location,

eliminating the remaining location visits for those who

visited more than Mb locations. The number of visits is

capped to Cb for the locations with more than Cb visits

from one particular user. Based on Cb and Mb, the ΔH and

Δf = ΔH ×Mb are computed.

D. Private Analysis

To handle the privacy, perturbation mechanisms are em-

bedded into the anytime Omega-Cluster clustering approach

in C1 to sanitize the clustering results (count and centroid)

for the public use and the location entropy calculation

of each cluster in C2, which are the only two processes

that access to the original data. The private perturbation

of anchor point is divided into two step: planar centroid

perturbation and counting perturbation with privacy budget

εcc and εct respectively. For counting perturbation, it satisfies
εct-differential privacy using a Laplacian mechanism scaled

by εct [18]. For centroid perturbation, given privacy budget

εcc to perturb each centroid, this satisfied εcc-differential
privacy, proved in [25]. On the other hand, for the pertur-

bation of location entropy in C2, [18], [24] have proved

that it is sufficient to achieve εwp-differential privacy using

Laplace mechanisms with global sensitivity. Based on the

composition property of differential privacy, P-PAM satisfies

εcc + εct + εwp-differential privacy.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data and Setting

The real-world data used for POA mining in this work

is a dataset of geotagged tweets from January 2015 to
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March 2015. We build four sizes geotag datasets with daily

partitioning: DG1 (one day), DG7 (one week), DG30 (one

month), DG60 (two months). Then, we sample time slot

subsets from each dataset by dividing each day into 24, 12,

6, 3 time slots then conduct private POA mining on each

time slot subset. The default evaluation datasets are (i) Big:
DG60, divided by 6 time slots, and (ii) Small: DG7, divided

by 3 time slots. We conducted the experiments on a personal

computer equipped with 2.5GHz CPU and 16GB RAM.

The experiments were performed on six classical differential

privacy leakage levels, i.e., ε=Strong : (0.01, 0.01, 0.01),

(0.1, 0.1, 0.1); Normal : (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), (1, 1, 1); Weak : (5, 5,

5)(default), (10, 10, 10). There are some default parameters

derived from experiments: γ = 10, Eps = 0.5,MinPts =
40,Ω = 2, α = β = 512, Mb = Cb = 10 for the small

dataset, Mb = 21, Cb = 141 for big dataset.

B. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the utility of perturbed POA using our

proposed algorithm, we first adopt recall to measure the

information loss after perturbation. For the utility measures

of the perturbed POA, it is crucial to find the threshold that

can be used to declare whether the perturbed POA was re-

identified or not. An optimal threshold can be used to ensure

a high recall and associated low distance between actual

and perturbed POA. Here we set the minimum Euclidean

Distance (ED) between the real and obfuscated one at which

the recall is higher than 70% of the threshold.

KL-divergence is used as one measure metric of pre-

serving the original data distribution after adding noise, to

evaluate the perturbed LE values. The RMSE is adopted as

the metric to measure accuracy of perturbed POA and the

perturbed LE values.

RMSEPOA =

√∑
dist(spi, sp′

i)
2

|SP | , RMSELE =

√∑
(le(sp) − le′(sp))2

|SP |
(6)

Here, the dist(spi, sp
′
i) is the spatial distortion between the

actual and perturbed POA, le(sp) and le′(sp) is the actual

and noisy LE value of a POA respectively.

C. Experimental Evaluation

1) Effect on Utility of Varying ε: In order to illustrate

precision and utility of the perturbed POA and LE values

over varying ε, a range of experiments were conducted.

The distribution of the noisy LE values with and with-

out truncating mechanism was shown in Figure 3. In this

first two sub-figures, we observed that the distortion (i.e.

distribution diversity) of the noisy LE values decreases as

ε increases. The distortion range bound was up to 104 at

ε = 0.1 but within 40 at ε = 10. This illustrated that the

distortion decreased as ε increased due to less noise being

added to perturb the real LE values. The distribution of noisy

LE values after performing truncating mechanism using Mb

and Cb was shown in last sub-figure. The distortion range

bound dropped to 40 at ε = 12. This demonstrated that

the distortion range bound shrunk after applying truncation

mechanism.
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Figure 3. The distribution of noisy LE values varying ε.
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Figure 4. The utility of perturbed POA and LE value varying ε.

Figures 4 showed the Recall, RMSEPOA, RMSELE

and KL-divergence metrics with varying ε. As ε increased,

i.e. the privacy preserving level weaken, the RMSEPOA,

RMSELE and KL-divergence decreased while the Recall
increased, as less noise was needed. Compared with the ordi-

nary private LE value calculation mechanism, the RMSELE

and KL-divergence were reduced by the improved private

LE value calculation, which confirmed that the utility and

accuracy were both improved. For the LE value perturbation,

as we can see from the first two figures, the utility of the

perturbed LE values was improved, i.e., lower RMSELE

and KL-Divergence, using the improved private LE value

calculation (enhance in Figure 4) compared with the ordinary

mechanism (ordinary in Figure 4). In addition, as we can see

from these figures, there were obvious trade-offs between

the privacy preserving level and utility when varying ε. This
confirmed that the utility of perturbed values was improved

when the privacy budget increased.

2) Effect on Utility of Varying Parameters: Next, ex-

periments were conducted to evaluate the performance of

improved private LE value calculation by varying thresholds

Mb and Cb on Small and Big datasets.
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Figure 5. The effect on utility of varying Mb and Cb on a Small dataset.

For Small dataset, the results of RMSELE and KL-

divergence were similar, as presented in Figure 5. Figure 5(a)

illustrated the trade-offs between the approximation error

caused by the truncation mechanism and the perturbation

error by adding random noise over varying Mb. As shown

in this figure, the RMSELE reached the lowest point at Mb

= 5 (KL-Divergence at 5), which revealed that the truncation

mechanism can reduce the perturbation error but at the
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expense of growing the approximation error. Figure 5(b)

showed the performance of utility-enhanced private LE value

calculation by varying the threshold Cb. This showed that

RMSELE and KL-Divergence rise as Cb increased, which

demonstrated that a smaller Cb can improve the utility.

For Big dataset, the results of RMSELE and KL-

divergence were presented in Figure 6. Figure 6(a,b) il-

lustrated the trade-offs between the approximation error

by the truncation mechanism and the perturbation error

when adding random noise as well as between the privacy-

preserving level and utility over varying Mb. The KL-
Diversity reached the lowest point at Mb = 11, which re-

vealed that the truncation mechanism can reduce the pertur-

bation error but at the expense of growing the approximation

error. There was no lowest point reached for RMSELE ,

which revealed that the expense of the growing approxima-

tion error was non-negligible for large real-world dataset.

We observed that a smaller Mb can improve the utility but

if it was too small then it negatively impacted the utility.

Figure 6(c,d) indicated the performance of improved private

LE value calculation by varying threshold Cb. It showed that

RMSELE and KL-Divergence rose as Cb increased, which

demonstrated that a smaller Cb can improve the utility.

Moreover, the rate of increase stabilized after Cb = 200.
In both, there were obvious trade-offs between the privacy

preserving level and utility when varying Mb and Cb.
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Figure 6. The effect on utility of varying Mb and Cb on a Big dataset.

3) Effect on Runtime of Varying Parameters: Further, the

runtime was adopted as an evaluation metric for effective-

ness and efficiency of the anytime Omega-Cluster clustering

algorithm compared to DBSCAN over large-scale database,

as well as for proper parameters selection.
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Figure 7. The effect on running time of varying α, β.

Figure 7(a) showed the runtime over varying block sizes

of α and β used in AOC. It shows that the performance

of the AOC increased dramatically when initially increasing

the block sizes of α and β at begin. However, as α and

β are huge, redundant queries will happen, leading to

moderate degradation of the overall performance. α and β
both set at 512 was the better choice, and the larger database

were adopted, the larger α and β. Figure 7(b) illustrated

the performance of the anytime Omega-Cluster clustering

algorithm when varying the sizes of the datasets compared

to DBSCAN. As shown, the larger the datasets, the better

the performance achieved by anytime Omega-Cluster clus-

tering algorithm due to its calculation reduction mechanism.

Further, the running time of anytime Omega-Cluster (AOC)

was reduced compare to DBSCAN at different sizes of

dataset, due to declining number of range queries. These

comparisons can confirm the time complexity was reduced

via applying the anytime scheme.

4) Effect on Clusters Number of Varying Parameters:
In this section, the clusters number was adopted to address

the parameters insensitivity property of the Omega-Cluster

clustering algorithm over large-scale database and find the

appropriate time slots to better understand the dynamics of

POA. Figure 8 indicated the total number of clusters dis-

covered by Omega-Cluster clustering approach with varying

Eps and MinPs.
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Figure 8. The effect on #cluster of varying Eps, MinPs.

It showed that the number of discovered clusters declined

as Eps and MinPs increased, which demonstrated that

a proper Eps and MinPs should be selected to ensure

the utility. Moreover, the number of discovered clusters de-

creased slightly after Eps more than 0.5 and MinPts more

than 50, and finally tended to be a relatively stable level.

Based on these experiments results, the proper parameters

can be decided. Further, the above analysis confirmed that

it was relatively straightforward to decide Eps and MinPs
values for Omega-Cluster and that results were stable for

different parameters values.
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Figure 9. The average #cluster of varying Omega and time slot.

In addition, the Figure 9 showed the number of clusters by

varying Omega and time slots respectively. As shown in the

left sub figure, as Omega increased from 1 to 3, the number

of discovered clusters showed a increasing trend. When

Omega was set smaller, bigger clusters may be generated due

to the loose merging constraints and the number of clusters

were reduced. Moreover, compared to ordinary Omega-

Cluster approach, the anytime Omega-Cluster can achieve
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a similar results. This illustrated that the anytime scheme

can reduce time complexity while remaining similar results.

The right sub figure demonstrated the average number of

discovered clusters using different time slot subsets. Taking

the DG60 for example, as we increased time interval from

1 hour to 4 hours, the sparsity of geo-tags was reduced,

thereby more reasonable clusters were identified, which can

better represent the real spatial distribution. In contrast, as

we increased time interval to 8 hours, some clusters were

merged together, thus the number of clusters decreased.

Similar results were found in other DGi subsets, which

illustrated that 4 hours was a better time interval to study

the dynamics of places of regions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a novel differentially

private place of activity mining for large-scale location

data from online social media. An anytime Omega-Cluster

clustering is implemented to handle the time complex-

ity and parameter-sensitivity problems of existing location

clustering approaches whilst the temporal dynamics feature

being considered. A clustering results spatial perturbation

is applied to protect the privacy of clustering results in a

differential privacy preserving manner. Further, a private LE-

based POA identifying algorithm is proposed to identify

POA based on location entropy with privacy preserving

under differential privacy. To reduce the distortion of or-

dinary private LE value calculation, an effective truncation

mechanism is implement to reduce the sensitivity bound

and improve the overall utility. Extensive experiments are

conducted on small and large-scale location datasets from

geo-referenced tweets which demonstrates that the proposed

solution is practical and effective. This work lays the foun-

dation for robust privacy models used for big location data

analytics. On the future, we will extend P-PAM into more

comprehensive and practical cases from two aspects: (1)

we will develop a location annotation scheme based on the

spatial and temporal features of POA; (2) we will consider

the content of tweets both in privacy and semantic aspects.
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